
 

“Baltic plan”: first long-term fishing plan under
new Common Fisheries Policy
 
The EU multiannual plan for managing Baltic Sea cod, sprat and herring stocks was
approved in plenary on Thursday. This is the first new Common Fisheries Policy (CFP)
regional plan that takes account of interactions between species.  It aims to ensure the
sustainability of fisheries and offer fishermen better economic conditions in the long run.
Parliament and Council negotiators reached an informal agreement on it in March.
 
The multispecies  management  approach is  much more effective  than managing a  single
species. It takes account of inter-species interactions, such as cod eating herring and sprats
and sprats eating cod roe. The new plan - approved by 480 votes to 68 with 39 abstentions -
aims to ensure balanced and sustainable exploitation of these stocks and guarantee stable
fishing opportunities and livelihoods for fishermen.
 
"After ten months of difficult negotiations with the Council and the European Commission we
have a plan that upholds and respects the objectives of the basic regulations. In the end this
plan  will  ensure  that  the  fishing  activities  in  the  Baltic  are  conducted  in  a  sustainable,
reasonable  and  economically  viable  way  which  will  not  put  unnecessary  strain  on  the
environment",  said  rapporteur  Jarosław  Wałęsa  (EPP,  PL). 
 
"The European Parliament showed its commitment to sustainable fishing in the EU and the
future for the industry and I must ask the Commission and the Council to do the same", he
added.
 
Fishing ranges and safeguards
 
The key point of the new multi-species management plan are the ranges within which the
Council can set the Total Allowable Catches (TACs) and quotas. These ranges are set so as to
ensure the sustainability of fisheries and the plan allows enough flexibility to address all issues
for the fishing sector from year to year.
 
Parliament ensured that the plan includes strong safeguard measures which aim to maintain
stocks at sustainable levels. When scientific advice indicates that the spawning stock biomass
of any of the stocks concerned is below the minimum spawning stock biomass reference point
as set out in an annex to the regulation, all appropriate remedial measures will be taken to
ensure rapid return of the stock concerned to levels above the level capable of producing
maximum sustainable yield (MSY).
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Landing obligation, technical measures and regionalisation
 
The plan includes several provisions for enforcing key parts the new CFP, such as the landing
obligation (“discard” ban), and regional management (see background note on the new CFP).
These measures will build on the joint recommendations from the member states. Regional
advisory councils will be consulted during this procedure.
 
Reporting 
 
Three years after the Baltic plan regulation enters into force and every five years thereafter, the
EU Commission will report to Parliament and the Council on the impact of the plan on the stocks
and on the fisheries sector.
 
This Regulation will  enter into force on the fifth day after its publication in the EU Official
Journal.
 
Background
 
A multiannual management plan is an instrument for managing  fish stocks in a given area. Fish
mortality rates are an essential factor for this management, as they  provide a basis for the
setting of the Total Allowable Catches (TACs) and quotas. 
 
 
 
A Baltic cod stock management plan has been in place since 2008, but herring and sprats had
yet  to  be  covered.  The  new  plan  replaces  the  existing  one.  The  stocks  concerned  are
interdependent.  
 
 
 
Multiannual stock management plans aim to keep stock sizes within safe biological limits. They
lay down maximum catches and a range of technical measures, taking due account of the
characteristics of each stock and the fisheries in which it is found (species targeted, gear used,
status of target stocks) and the economic impact of the measures on the fisheries concerned.
 
 
 
Procedure:  co-decision (Ordinary Legislative Procedure), first reading agreement
 
#fisheries #CFPreality #BalticMAP
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https://home.extranet.ep.europa.eu/owa/,DanaInfo=webmail.europarl.europa.eu,SSL+http:/www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news-room/20131206BKG30078/Common-Fisheries-Policy-reform


Contacts 
 
 

Facts
• MSY: The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea provides for conservation obligations,
including the maintaining or restoring of populations of harvested species at levels which can
produce the maximum sustainable yield (MSY).
•

• "Member States concerned" in the regulation means member states having a direct
management interest, namely Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Finland
and Sweden.

Further information
Adopted text will be available here (click on 23.06.2016)
Video recording of debate (click on 22.06.2016)

Profile of rapporteur Jarosław Wałęsa (EPP, PL)

Procedure file
EP Thinktank on multiannual plan for fisheries in the Baltic Sea
Briefing note on the new plan to manage Baltic fisheries

Political groups
News pages of the EPP group
News pages of the S&D group
News pages of the ECR group
News pages of the ALDE group
News pages of the GUE/NGL group
News pages of the Greens/EFA group
News pages of the EFDD group

Kristina-Antigoni ELEFTERIE
Press Officer

(+32) 2 28 32798 (BXL)
(+33) 3 881 74651 (STR)
(+32) 498 98 32 83
@EP_Fisheries
kristina.elefterie@europarl.europa.eu
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